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Apres Moi
Regina Spektor

 Key: Dm

[Intro]
|Dm A7 |Bb6 F6 |Gm7 Gm7/Bb |A7 A7 |
|Dm A7 |Bbmaj7 Bbmaj7/F |Gm7 Gm7/Bb |A7 A7 |

[Chorus]
 Dm A7         Bb6 F6
I must go on standing
Gm13             Bb         A7
You can t break that which isn t yours
 Dm     A7         Bb6 F6
I, oh, must go on standing
Gm13         Bb       A7
I m not my own, it s not my choice

[Bridge]
|Dm7 Dm7 |Bbmaj7/D Bbmaj7/D |
|Dm7 Dm7 |Bbmaj7/D Bbmaj7/D |

[Verse]
Dm
Be afraid of the lame
Dm9/G
They ll inherit your legs
Bb7/Ab
Be afraid of the old
Bbmaj7               Bbmaj7/A
They ll inherit your souls
Dm
Be afraid of the cold
Dm9/G
They ll inherit your blood
Bb7/Ab
Apres moi, le deluge
Bbmaj7             Bmaj7/A
After me comes the flood

[Chorus]
 Dm A7         Bb6 F6
I must go on standing
Gm13             Bb         A7
You can t break that which isn t yours
 Dm     A7         Bb6 F6
I, oh, must go on standing
Gm13         Bb       A7
I m not my own, it s not my choice



[Bridge]
|Dm7 Dm7 |Bbmaj7/D Bbmaj7/D |
|Dm7 Dm7 |Bbmaj7/D Bbmaj7/D |
|Dm7 Dm7 |Bbmaj7/D Bbmaj7/D |
|Dm7 Dm7 |Bbmaj7/D Bbmaj7/D |

[Verse]
Dm
Be afraid of the lame
Dm9/G
They ll inherit your legs
Bb7/Ab
Be afraid of the old
Bbmaj7               Bbmaj7/A
They ll inherit your souls
Dm
Be afraid of the cold
Dm9/G
They ll inherit your blood
Bb7/Ab
Apres moi, le deluge
Bbmaj7             Bmaj7/A
After me comes the flood
Dm
Be afraid of the lame
Dm9/G
They ll inherit your legs
Bb7/Ab
Be afraid of the old
Bbmaj7               Bbmaj7/A
They ll inherit your souls
Dm
Be afraid of the cold
Dm9/G
They ll inherit your blood
Bb7/Ab
Apres moi, le deluge
Bbmaj7             Bmaj7/A
After me comes the flood

[Russian Poem]
Fevrale dostat chernil I plakat
Pisat O Fevrale navsnryd
Poka grohochushaya slyakot
Vesnoyu charnoyu gorit
Vesnoyu charnoyu gorit
|Dm A7 |Bb6 F6 |
|Gm13 Bb |A7  A7 |
|Dm A7 |Bb6 F6 |
|Gm13 Bb |A7  A7 |

[Bridge]
|Dm7 Dm7 |Bbmaj7/D Bbmaj7/D |



|Dm7 Dm7 |Bbmaj7/D Bbmaj7/D |
|Dm7 Dm7 |Bbmaj7/D Bbmaj7/D |

[Verse]
Dm
Be afraid of the lame
Dm9/G
They ll inherit your legs
Bb7/Ab
Be afraid of the old
Bbmaj7               Bbmaj7/A
They ll inherit your souls
Dm
Be afraid of the cold
Dm9/G
They ll inherit your blood
Bb7/Ab
Apres moi, le deluge
Bbmaj7             Bmaj7/A
After me comes the flood
Dm
Be afraid of the lame
Dm9/G
They ll inherit your legs
Bb7/Ab
Be afraid of the old
Bbmaj7               Bbmaj7/A
They ll inherit your souls
Dm
Be afraid of the cold
Dm9/G
They ll inherit your blood
Bb7/Ab
Apres moi, le deluge
Bbmaj7             Bmaj7/A
After me comes the flood

[Chorus]
 Dm A7         Bb6 F6
I must go on standing
Gm13             Bb         A7
You can t break that which isn t yours
 Dm     A7         Bb6 F6
I, oh, must go on standing
Gm13         Bb       A7
I m not my own, it s not my choice
 Dm A7         Bb6 F6
I must go on standing
Gm13             Bb         A7
You can t break that which isn t yours
 Dm     A7         Bb6 F6
I, oh, must go on standing
Gm13         Bb       A7



I m not my own, it s not my choice

[Outro]
|Dm A7 |Bb6 F6 |Gm7 Gm7/Bb |A7 A7 |
|Dm A7 |Bbmaj7 Bbmaj7/F |Gm7 Gm7/Bb |A7 A7 | 


